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I. INTRODUCTION
The subject of this work lies within the 'twin paradox', first formulated by Einstein as part of his special theory of Relativity This deals with the high-velocity trip of a space traveler, " Þ µ (male), to a distant star and back. Upon comparing his/her clock to that of the Earthbound twin, ( female), it is found that has aged less than . Many aspects of this problem have been dealt µẃ ith previously . Even so, there are some aspects that require further analysis. This work also #"( aims to provide a clearer picture of the relativistic peculiarities for those less familiar with the ' paradox'.
In II, a corrected formula in the special theory of relativity (STR) is given for the time section > on 's clock that is simultaneous with the time on 's clock. This formula appears to cover at µ > least one case previously thought to be understood properly only in the general theory (GTR).
In the standard version, briefly discussed in III (in which the Earth is an inertial frame section and velocity is constant during the entire trip, except for a reversal of direction at the star), 'ś Figure 1 illustrates the trajectory of as viewed in the inertial frame of (who is µé arthbound nevertheless all effects of Earth's gravity will be ignored here). Figure 1a Fig. 1a for shows that
Since all terms are expressed as infinitesimals it follows that
There is an apparent inconsistency here in using as given by , but expressed as a function of "> B > w H G , which will be dealt with below. Distance has been covered by in time and is thereforé equal to
It is necessary in (4) to have replaced by in the integrand, and then in the upper
where it is understood that the value at point is needed. The result is 
III STANDARD TWIN-PARADOX TIME DILATION RESULT Þ
It is trivially verifiable that the standard twin-paradox (TP) results when # " " Ð>Ñ oe (a constant) for and for Let . Then Eq. (5) yields
µ´µ 's proper time for 's apparent motion, , makes a discontinuous jump at 's measured which would show, for to in Fig. 2 , as a dotted-line continuation Plots for other > oe X > oe #X Þ w w w w values of are similar. "
IV A SINUSOIDAL VELOCITY PROFILE WITH ZERO END VELOCITIES Þ AND ACCELERATIONS
The following velocity profile for a 'twin-paradox' trip is somewhat more realistic in that both velocity and acceleration are zero at and 2 , although maintenance of an exactly > oe !ß X ß X sinusoidal velocity profile is an over-idealization:
and it is shown in Fig. 3 for (similar profiles for other values of ): " " ! oe !Þ) µ 1¸# for starting from followed by for at which time !  >  X Î#ß Ð> oe !Ñ oe !ß  1 X Î#  >  X " µ arrives at the destination star with zero velocity and acceleration. The return trip is symmetric for If indeed the coordinate frame of moves with , then , and because the X  >  #X Þ > @ oe ! w w µ acceleration is then equivalent with gravitationally-induced space curvature experienced by µ one might conclude that this problem requires general relativity (GTR). Here, we wish to show that a result for follows directly from the STR Eq. (5). It will then be demonstrated in section >Ð> Ñ w VI that the same result follows from GTR, e.g. as implied (but not shown explicitly) by Perrin 18 and shown explicitly in a different form [namely as ] by Blecher .
The first problem is that application of (5) requires knowledge of as experienced by in "Ð>Ñ point of Figs. 1 which has to be obtained indirectly from the acceleration experienced by G ß µ (this is worked out in Appendix 1) arcsin arcsin
Earth (in agreement with other work ).
##
It requires appreciably more work to establish (see Appendix 3) the converse: the time predicted by for 's clock from (5) as µ´
The two expressions are continuous at Upon arrival at the star ( the second of > oe X Î#Þ > oe X Ñß w w w w these equations becomes 2 , same as in (12). The prediction must agree with > oe oe X
s clock (as it indeed does) because 's clock can be synchronized with another on the star (which is in the same inertial system), and that other clock is then at the same location as . The µ return trip is symmetric and therefore adds (13a) to 2 for (for the > oe X  >  $X Î# (when is significantly larger than 1. This appears to be due to the fact that , as " given in (5), has an almost constant value near in that stretch. The behavior of 's clock, as "oe " perceived by , can vary in different ways, depending upon the profile of µ " Ð> ÑÞ w
VI. UNIFORM ACCELERATION TREATED IN GTR
In the previous section, the description of the changes in velocity is in terms of the traveler , µ and specifically in terms of the (equivalent) gravitational force experiences. Previous work has µ been largely confined to a treatment by means of GTR . Perrin treats this version of the TP 
. .
.
It is given that : , (A2) "
" " " 
and we may set X >  oe "   "  oe ÐXÑ oe ! 
